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ABOUT TRUETT 
From  Creating to Curating Truett Fink, the founder and artist behind
Truett Designs has an amazing eye for design.  That is apparent in her
beautiful line of textiles, pillows and decor all created and designed
from her original paintings.  She is inspired from her travels, nature and
stories of her personal history. Truett loves to curate collections and
designs that blend old with new, and that work with the most traditional
style to the most modern of designs.  

OUR
PRODUCTS

PRODUCT
At Truett Designs, the creative process isn't something we fabricate or
force to produce more products. As artists, we infuse the fine arts of
painting into our work, making each piece its own unique work of art.

We are committed to pieces that are as quality as they are beautiful! Our
luxurious fabrics are chosen for their amazing hand, and the fact they all
are machine washable. Each of our pieces is sustainably handcrafted by
our team of artisans in England. Rather than produce our works of art in a
factory, we take pride in the seamstresses who pour their hearts and
souls into each one of our handmade to order pieces.

PILLOWS FABRIC  DECOR

SOCIAL MEDIA

Facebook
truettdesigns

Instagram
@truettdesigns

NATURE INSPIRED MODERN ELEGANCE ARTISTICALLY DRIVEN

Pinterest
@truettdesigns



PRESS

ATLANTA
HIGH DESIGN
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MARKET

Traditional Home
Winter 2022

Traditional Home
Spring 2023
Movers & Makers

AD PRO
High Point Market
Re-cap April 2023 

Veranda.com
March 2023

Decor News Now
Jan. 2023
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I'm inspired constantly by the world around me, my travels, nature, my family and stories of my personal
history. Flowering Dogwoods takes its inspiration from my personal history and my love for mixing old and
new. Inspired by an estate sale find of a porcelain dogwood, this painting was a reflection of the childhood

memories of my grandmother's home coupled with my love of a dogwood tree. I love to mix old and new in my
home, so I knew I needed to add a touch of modern flair to really capture a reflection of how I envisioned

"Flowering Dogwoods" in my space.  -Truett 
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Colorways: Light Blue, Light Pink, Fernwood Green & Navy.
Available in Fabric by the Yard and Custom Repeats:  

Cotton/Linen, Brushed Twill, Soft Velvet and Velvet Shimmer 
Available in 5 pillow sizes


